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The Office of the Parliamentary Budget Officer has released a very interesting report 

entitled "Cost Estimates of Proposed Tax Measures to Encourage Charitable Donations 

of Assets".  It was written by Stephen Tapp.  It looks at the effect of increasing certain 

tax incentives of donations of private shares, real estate and ecologically sensitive land.  

There are many interesting nuggets on donor behaviour in the study that go far beyond 

just the issue of tax incentives for these measures.    

 

 

Here are some things that I took out of the study: 

 

1) if new tax incentives on shares and real estate are introduced then even if only 

existing donors substitute the shares and real estate instead of the cash etc. (i.e. no new 

or additional value to the sector) the cost to the Federal and provincial governments 

over 5 years could be as much as $750 million.  So if people only substitute the gifts they 

already were planning on making it could cost the government on the high end $750 

million.  The report does not say who would benefit by the $750 million in extra tax 



breaks but I have yet to meet many poor people who own real estate or have much 

value in private company shares.  I guess one could assume that the $750 million in 

extra tax incentives will benefit wealthy Canadians.   This is an incremental loss of 

revenue ie. additional incentives over and above the regular tax incentives for 

donations, the 1/2 rate for capital gains and the various exclusions from tax for capital 

property such as 750,000 on certain private company shares and sale of personal 

residences.   

 

2) The cost of donating cash to a charity if you are in a high income bracket is about 55 

cents - you get back about 45 cents.  The cost of donating private company shares 

currently is the same 55 cents.  A proposal to exempt capital gains on donations of 

private company shares would mean that the owner of the private company shares 

would only have a cost of 41 cents instead of 55 cents.   It is an interesting question as 

to why those who own private company shares should get a bigger tax incentive than 

those who work on the shop floor when they make a cash donation or even other 

wealthy people who make a cash donation.    In tax theory, people talk about vertical 

and horizontal equity.  In vertical equity you want a fair distribution between those who 

earn a lot and those who earn a little.  In horizontal equity taxpayers who earn the same 

income should pay the same taxes.  One group was arguing to Finance that these 

preferences just reduce taxes on the wealthy and that is a vertical equity argument.  

While there is some merit to that argument I think that these proposals also offend 

horizontal equity - why should someone who generously donates 1 million in cash to a 

charity be treated worse than someone who donates a million in private company 

shares especially when charities don't want to get into the complexity of these assets 

and do want cash to run their operations.     

 

3) The report also discusses how there could be a dynamic effect - the increased tax 

incentives could result in not only existing giving being substituted with capital property 

but also some may increase the level of donations.  These numbers are highly 

speculative as it is not that certain that any new value of donations would be made - 

anyway the costs could be up to $2 billion in additional foregone tax revenue over and 

above the current generous tax incentives.  That is $1.35 billion in Federal taxes and 

about $700 million in provincial taxes.   



 

 

So what is the PBO? 

"The Parliament of Canada Act mandates the Parliamentary Budget Officer (PBO) to 

provide independent analysis to Parliament on the state of the nation's finances, the 

government's estimates, trends in the Canadian economy, and upon request from a 

committee or parliamentarian, to estimate the financial cost of any proposal for matters 

over which Parliament has jurisdiction." 

 

What estimates are given: 

 

"PBO reports two types of cost estimates for these measures: ‘static’ and ‘dynamic’. 

PBO’s static cost estimates include a full substitution effect by existing donors; whereas 

PBO’s dynamic estimates include both full substitution and induced, incremental 

donations. The following table reports PBO’s static cost estimates, including individual 

and corporate donations." 

 

As with most things the Caveats are more important than anything else and here is one 

caveat on page iv: 

 

Caveats 

"These cost estimates represent potential revenue losses to the federal government 

from enacting the proposals. They are based on projections of tax revenue with and 

without the proposals in place. Reasonable differences of opinion exist about how best 

to model these scenarios. In addition, capital gains and charitable asset donations can 

be quite volatile from year to year. As a result, these estimates are best understood as 

average impacts over longer time periods rather than precise estimates for any specific 

tax year. PBO’s sensitivity analysis to the main cost estimates attempts to capture the 

most-likely impacts of the proposed legislation and is intended to convey the uncertain 



nature of these estimates.  The provinces and territories also offer tax credits for 

charitable donations. As such, these proposals would imply additional forgone revenue 

for these governments. As a rough guideline, for every dollar of federal cost, there 

would be roughly 50 cents of provincial-territorial costs (Finance Canada, 2002)." 

 

To translate the last sentence, a la John Stewart, anytime we talk about rich people 

getting a tax incentive we don't include the full cost - only the cost to the Federal 

government.   We conveniently forget that people also pay taxes to the provinces.  So if 

we say something costs $1 billion in lost revenue, then really it costs us $1.5 billion.    

 

 

The report quite correctly notes on page ii: 

 

"The proposed capital gains exemptions would lower the after-tax cost of charitable 

donations of private shares and real estate. As a result, donations of these assets would 

be expected to increase. However, it is difficult to assess how much these tax measures 

would reallocate the composition of existing donations — i.e, existing donors 

substituting the source of some donations from cash toward private shares and real 

estate, since these donations would provide additional tax benefits — and how much 

these tax measures would increase overall donations — i.e., all cash and asset 

donations." 

 

They also note on page 5: 

 

"First, existing donors would substitute the source of some donations from cash towards 

private shares and real estate, since these donations would provide additional tax 

benefits. With this substitution between existing donations, there would be no change 

in the total value of donations, but the government would provide more tax support. 

The tax cost to the government on any substituted donations would simply be the 



capital gains exemptions on these substitutions (because the overall tax 

credit/deduction is based on the value of donations, which is unchanged with the 

substitution effect)." 

 

On page 17 they have an interesting chart which looks at increases in donations of 

public company shares and how such increase compares to the stock market.  Some 

have said that changes to eliminate the capital gain on public share donations in Canada 

led to a surge of new money.  An argument can be made that the additional tax 

incentives in the late 1990s did little more than encourage substitution of cash gifts with 

marketable securities.  If it is more tax efficient to donate public shares why donate 

cash?   Also the increase in stock prices result in people feeling more wealthy and being 

able to donate more and the value of the shares donated increased. When the share 

prices came down, despite the new incentives, the amount of public shares donated 

plummets.  "Strong economic conditions and positive financial market performances 

over this period may have stimulated more donations, and larger donations, than could 

be expected over an entire economic and market cycle.”  Therefore, strong economic 

performance can explain the bounce in share donations in a particular year or two.  Also 

"Once again a large spike occurred in public share donations, but it remains difficult to 

establish cause and effect on the overall level of donations, given additional 

complicating factors. Growth in public security donations responds not only to tax 

changes, but has also been highly cyclical and evidently tracks the performance of the 

Canadian stock market quite closely (Figure C5)."   

 

One of the biggest gaps in the report, which admittedly cannot cover everything, is that 

it does not discuss how either of these incentives could be abused.  It assumes 

substitution or dynamic changes to increase donations but does not ask whether in fact 

some people will just use the enhanced incentives as part of schemes where little or no 

funds ends up going to anything remotely charitable.  It is hard to abuse a cash 

donation, it is easier to abuse a private share donation.  By giving  greater incentives for 

private share donations than for cash it will probably encourage misuse of such 

donations. 

 



This type of report works on the assumption that the costs that arise from a new tax 

incentive would as a result of a bill coming into effect, that proper systems would be in 

place to prevent abuse, that there would be little abuse and such little abuse would be 

handled by CRA etc.   After watching the abuse around donations of art, software and 

pharmaceuticals and how it took more than 10 years to get some control over the 

problem and it still has not been fixed.  In the Marechaux case the investment was in 

2001 for $30,000 with the investor receiving a 100,000 donation receipt.  The Supreme 

Court denied leave to appeal and sided with CRA in 2011.   If a new regime is brought in 

to encourage these types of gifts it is foreseeable that it could have gaping holes and 

that it could take 10 -20 years to fix it.    I have a concern that a small number of 

business people who may not have a strong moral compass, with the help of some very 

intelligent professional advisors, will use these incentives to dispose of private company 

shares without having to pay any taxes, without the benefit going to a real charity and 

only as part of a scheme where the real value of the shares somehow makes it back to 

the business owners or those related to them.   I have a number of letters on my 

www.globalphilanthropy.ca ™ website relating to CRA revoking the charitable status of 

charities for serious non-compliance involving private shares.  The report indicates that 

the cost can be between $1 and $2billion over 5 years.  If you add in abuse it is not hard 

to see the cost being many fold higher, perhaps with little actually making it into the 

sector.    

 

I often hear how we want to simplify the tax system. Simplicity sometimes is overrated 

but there is no question that these ideas, coupled with even the most basic anti-

avoidance, will be complicated.   Often when you have the complications and the 

collateral impacts those who suggested the proposals initially question whether the 

changes are in total beneficial. 

 

With the $750 million in additional cost, assuming no more value is put into the charity 

system the report notes "While these cost estimates are roughly comparable, care is 

required in interpreting the impact on donations received by charities. In the cost 

estimate presented here, the government would receive less tax revenue because 

existing donors substitute capital gains exempt assets for cash donations. Effectively the 

government would provide more tax support for the same level of donations as would 



occur without the policy change. Of course, one might reasonably expect that new 

donations are induced by the policy change. The next section addresses this issue." 

 

On page 13 there is a long list of tax changes increasing tax incentives for donations, 

almost all relating to encouraging gifts of capital.  Here is a rather interesting statement 

in Annex C: 

Annex C  Responses of Charitable Donations to Tax Changes 

 

Longer-Run Trends in Charitable Donations   Figure C1 shows the total value of 

charitable donations claimed by individuals on their taxes each year over 1997-

2010. Over this period, total donations grew by 3.2% per year in inflation 

adjusted terms. While various policy changes have increased tax support for 

charitable giving over this period (Annex A), donations as a share of income 

remained relatively stable. 

 

To quote my mother-in-law incremental tax incentives for donations may be 

“overrated”. 

 

There is an interesting discussion on "Estimated Elasticities of Canadian Individual’s 

Charitable Donations with Respect to the Price of the Donation, Various Academic 

Studies".  Okay it may not be that interesting!  It notes  

A simple average of these results would imply that a 10% reduction in the tax 

price of donations would increase overall donations by about 12% (or 

equivalently an estimated elasticity of -1.2). This result is similar to finding by 

Peloza and Steel (2005), who analyzed elasticity estimates from 69 studies, most 

of which were based on U.S. data. They found that the average of price elasticity 

of –1.1, after removing extreme estimates or “outliers”. 

 



So more tax incentives will bring in more money to that preferred vehicle for giving - but 

when you add up all the costs namely the $750 million in substitution of funds that 

would have been given as cash and the dynamic cost (10c for every 12c of new money 

brought it) it is in total  costing a lot more money than it brings in.  It may just be a lot 

better for government to pick good programs and fund them rather than digging at the 

very bottom of the barrel for really reluctant donors.   

 

Another point is that these same wealthy donors also often make substantial demands 

in terms of restricting their funds which devalue the value of their donation to the 

charity, compared to average Canadians who make more unrestricted donations.   

 

On the subject of the incentives for giving and the cost we should not forget that when 

we are discussing fundraising it is not just about tax incentives and tax expenditures.  

Charities still have to work hard to convince people to donate and there are real costs 

associated with fundraising for most charities.  When one thinks of the true cost to bring 

more fundraised dollars into charities one should add the lost tax revenue cost to the 

cost of fundraising.  Sometimes when you do that you realize that the cost to raise a 

dollar can be pretty significant.   

 

The assumption often made is that more donations to registered charities will result in 

more funds for operating charities to do their good work.   In fact, many of the people 

who would benefit from the tax incentives for donations of private company shares 

would probably put the funds into private foundations and donor advised funds and 

little of that money would go to operating charities directly or any time soon.   This is 

great for the bottom line of bank donor advised funds and professional advisors who 

help set up and operate private foundations like myself but may not be of much 

assistance to the most needy in Canada. 

 

In Annex E on page 20 there is a discussion of donor motivations: 

 



Donor Motivations 

The survey also asked donors why they made charitable donations.   In the 

CSGVP, Canadians generally did not cite tax incentives as an important reason for 

their donations. Instead they answered that they donated because they: felt 

compassion towards people in need (89% of respondents); wanted to help a 

cause in which they personally believed (85%); wanted to make a contribution to 

the community (79%); or knew someone personally affected by the cause (61%) 

(Figure E2).  Indeed, a minority of respondents (less than one quarter) reported 

that the government tax credit was an important reason for their donation — 

though roughly half of survey respondents indicated that they would make a 

larger donation if the government offered a better tax credit. 

 

Footnote 34 notes; "34 The academic literature identifies various reasons including: 

awareness of need; response to solicitation; considerations of the costs and benefits of 

donating; concerns about one’s reputation; altruism; psychological benefits, such the 

‘warm glow’ feeling from giving; and a perception that the donor’s contribution will 

make a difference (Bekkers and Wiepking, 2011)." 

 

When I was at the Finance Committee on May 8, 2012 there was some disbelief 

amongst at least one MP when a witness suggested that taxes are not a very important 

part of decision making about giving.  Keep in mind that you don't make money off a 

donation and many wealthy people can work out that not donating makes you "richer" 

than donating.  If you give money no matter how much incentive there is still a cost.  

There was an Australian study that showed almost 40% of millionaires in Australia give 

nothing to charity.  These people are not stingy, they want to give to charity but the tax 

incentives are not enough to make it profitable!   

 

Perhaps instead of focusing additional tax incentives for charitable giving, which are 

already the most generous in the world, we should focus on increasing public trust in 

charities and reducing misuse of charitable resources which tends to discourage average 

donors and high net worth individuals from giving funds to charities, reduce funder 



confidence in the sector and sap the sector of hundreds of millions of dollars per year.  If 

donors have more confidence in charities and understand better the important work of 

charities perhaps that will result in greater donations.  We spend too much time 

thinking about how can we get certain wealthy donors who don't want to donate if it 

costs them anything, to donate.   

 

 

Here is a copy of the full report: 

"Cost Estimates of Proposed Tax Measures to Encourage Charitable Donations of Assets 

(May 2012)" 

http://www.parl.gc.ca/pbo-dpb/documents/Charitable_donations_EN.pdf  

 

Here is my recent submission to the Standing Committee on Finance: 

 

http://www.globalphilanthropy.ca/images/uploads/Submission_to_Finance_Committee

_by_Mark_Blumberg_of_Blumberg_Segal_LLP_May_2012.pdf  

 

 

 

Mark Blumberg is a lawyer at Blumberg Segal LLP in Toronto, Ontario.  He can be 

contacted at mark@blumbergs.ca or at 416-361-1982 x. 237. To find out more about 

legal services that Blumbergs provides to Canadian charities and non-profits please visit 

www.canadiancharitylaw.ca  or www.globalphilanthropy.ca 

 

This article is for information purposes only. It is not intended to be legal advice. You 

should not act or abstain from acting based upon such information without first 

consulting a legal professional. 
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